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is a time machine. Set it at 85 on cruise control, AC on, and broom through the Arizona desert at
25 mpg, giving you a range of almost miles. I love the outside styling, like the old jag salons
with the rounded rear trunk. Best car ever made. I bought my J30 at an auction with , miles now
at Air conditioner went out, but otherwise I've never been so happy with a 14 year old car. I've
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April 7, as a model to replace the M30 which was a coupe , and was launched in the United
States after its competitor, the Lexus GS. The car was designed to slot between the smaller G20
and the larger Q45 , as Infiniti's first mid-size sedan to compete directly with the Acura Legend.
Design work was frozen in To establish that this was a luxury vehicle, the interior was largely
designed with assistance from Poltrona Frau [1] of Italy, whom they had previously worked with
on the larger Q The interior treatment continued to use the contrasting arrangement from the
larger Q45 with a dark color used for the dashboard, and center console, with a lighter shade
color used inside for the seats, interior door panels, headliner, carpet, and carpeted floor mats.
The driver's side window controls had an unusual placement in that the drivers window switch
was both one-touch express down and double-sized, meaning it was the same width as two
conventional window switches towards the top, with the front and rear passenger window
switches further down, with the window lockout switch installed next to the front passenger
switch, instead of the drivers window switch. The front passenger and rear passenger window
switches were thumb activated, installed at the top of the interior door pull handle. Unlike earlier
Infinitis, the J30 received effective advertisement with jazz music and artistic camera shots.
Power came from a 3. All J30s were built in Tochigi, Tochigi , Japan. Production of the J30
ended on June 18, , replaced by the Infiniti I30 introduced in The J30 was packaged with a long
list of standard features including but not limited to a leather interior, bronze tinted exterior
glass, digital climate control, real burlwood trim surrounding the climate control unit, Bose
sound system control module, and front ashtray, a power metal panel sunroof, dual 8-way
power heated seats, dual airbags, variable speed sensitive power steering, and three-channel
Anti-Lock brakes with ventilated discs front and rear. One of the shortcomings of the J30 was
its lack of interior room. It had the distinction of being a mid-size car with the space of a
subcompact less than a Sentra due to its sloping roofline and shrunken trunk. Infiniti also

produced a touring model, the J30t. This model featured a rear spoiler , BBS style alloy wheels,
a MacPherson strut front suspension with a multi-link suspension for the rear wheels standard
equipment on all J30 versions. For and , Nissan offered a very limited number of "gold package"
J30t's. The J30 remained nearly unchanged through its production period. Heated seats became
standard equipment in the model year. For , the J30 received subtle vertical ribbing in the tail
light lenses and in '96 the diagnostic system was upgraded to OBD2. Otherwise, the J30
received only minor alterations between and model years. The J30 was launched with an ad
campaign featuring Welsh actor Jonathan Pryce as the spokesman. Infiniti 's chief competitors
in the Japanese-American luxury car market, Acura and Lexus , used a similar technique in their
commercials, which have also featured celebrity voice-overs , done by James Sloyan Lexus and
James Spader Acura. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or
entirely on a single source. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help
improve this article by introducing citations to additional sources. For other uses, see J30
disambiguation. Motor vehicle. A division of Nissan. Infiniti Performance Line. Category
Commons. Infiniti , a division of Nissan Motor Co. Categories : Infiniti vehicles Rear-wheel-drive
vehicles Vehicles with four-wheel steering Mid-size cars Sedans Cars introduced in Hidden
categories: Articles needing additional references from November All articles needing
additional references Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata.
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Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Infiniti
Nissan. Kaminokawa, Tochigi , Japan. Doug Wilson [1]. Mid-size luxury car. Compact car.
Entry-level luxury car. Full-size luxury car. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover
SUV. Mid-size crossover SUV. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Not available in North America. The
smooth, elegant curves of the Infiniti J30 make it one of the most distinctive, if not
controversial, cars on the road. Elegant and smooth are words that quickly come to mind when
describing this Japanese import. And even after a few years on the market, the J30 remains a
unique head-turner. The look-at-me exterior wraps around a contemporary, functional and much
more subtle interior. For those who like their ride firm and precise, the J30t is the recommended
choice. It comes with aluminum-alloy wheels, recalibrated springs and stabilizer bars, and a rear
deck lid spoiler. We chose the J30t as our test vehicle and spent a week getting to know just
what it had to offer. We do have one note, though. These days, every new design has to spend
time in the wind tunnel before a carmaker commits it to production. Even Cadillac and BMW
have begun to round off their traditionally boxy designs. The Infiniti J30, however, is downright
elliptical. Its shape can be described as cloud-like, from the gently sweeping tip of its front
bumper to the tail of its sloping trunk. The look is aimed primarily at newcomers to the
luxury-car market who are searching for vehicles that are distinctive and expressive of their
lifestyles. How-ever, the J30 does bear a subtle resemblance to traditional luxury cars such as
the Buick Riviera and Oldsmobile Aurora because of the similar swoopy styling. Whatever its
roots, the J30 looks like Prince Charming to some buyers, but to others it has all the appeal of a
frog on a lily pad. Count us among the loyal, royal converts. Also, no matter how attractive they
are, aerodynamic designs almost always involve some sacrifices. The fast roll of the trunk
translates into a loss of luggage space. And the aggressive curve of the roofline may pose
some problems for taller backseat passengers. The J30t gets the most modest of cosmetic
make-overs thanks to new taillights. Its Italian-style, deeply gathered leather is rich and elegant,
and has a sumptuous touch. Infiniti has incorporated just the right touch of wood â€” a deep
burl walnut â€” to appeal to traditionalists without offending the terminally hip. You can tell this
car was designed in laid-back California by its muted and tasteful blend of colors. Our test
model was bathed in coordinated earth tones: beige, sand and cream. Instrumentation is
well-placed, well-lit and easy to read. Controls are logically located and a snap to use. However,
we did have a problem with the abominable analog clock that sits like a gold-rimmed cyclops in
the middle of the instrument panel. It is an incongruous touch, apparently meant to appeal to
those people who need to be constantly reminded of their lofty position in the hierarchy of
automobile ownership. Just like any good living room, the seats in the J30 are plush and
comfortable. Rear seating is a bit more cramped, especially for taller passengers, but the seats
themselves are also plush and comfortable. However, the powertrain is equally, if not more,
important. And here, this sport sedan is ready to deliver. With hp and lb. The V6 also delivers a
pleasant engine note, the sort of confidence-building thrum that you normally expect to hear
coming from a larger V8. The J30 also tends to pass a bit more road noise than one might
expect. Handling is sure and stable, and steering is precise. And braking is sure and straight,
even on moderately slick roads. The J30 averages just 18 mpg in the city and 23 mpg on the
highway. These figures are adequate, but not world-class. However, the price tag could change
your value equation. You must be logged in to post a comment Login. Reviews Previews Advice
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